StripCAD manual

About StripCAD

Latest news for version 1.00 (2017-05-12): After almost 10 years without bug reports for version 0.99, I have set the version to 1.00. The only new feature is that StripCAD exists in a 32-bit version (StripCAD32.exe) and a 64-bit version (StripCAD64.exe).

StripCAD is free software. I developed it mainly for my Computer Mechatronics students at Lund University in Sweden. Anyone may use it, but I accept no responsibility for its function or correctness.

Martin Nilsson
http://www.DrNil.com/stripcad/
________________________________

Quick help

CREATE WIRE: Drag from hole (dot)
  CUT/BRIDGE: Click between holes
  COMP: Right-click on hole or type C
  (Component types: NPN, PNP, DILn, SILn)
  TEXT: Type T

DELETE: Select, then DEL

SELECT TEXT: Click on text
  REGION: Ctrl-drag rectangle
  WIRE/COMP: Click solder point
  WIRE/COMP TEXT: Select wire/comp

DESELECT: Type ESC

EDIT TEXT: Select, type T
  WIRE TYPE: Select, type R, C, L, D, or W
  WIRE/COMP TEXT: Select wire/comp, type T
  CYCLE WIRE/COMP VARIANTS: Select, type V

MOVE TEXT: Drag
  WIRE/COMP: Drag solder point
  WIRE/COMP TEXT: Select wire/comp, drag text
  REGION: Select, then drag

COPY REGION: Select, type C, then drag

P 	Print	V	Variants	
Q	Quit	H	Help
M	Mirror	T	Create text
F	Flip	C	Component
U	Undo	R	Redo
Z	Zoom	^L	Redraw
^O	Open	^S	Save
^W	Save as
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StripCAD philosophy and history

StripCAD Work Flow
1. Design circuit using StripCAD
2. Print schematic = layout on paper
3. Paste paper on stripboard
4. Cut strips according to layout
5. Solder components according to layout

Fundamental ideas behind StripCAD
- Overall goal: Easier debugging
- Merge schematic and layout stages
- Automated strip support
- Allow complex circuits in a small space
- Enforce vertical and horizontal connections
- Cut strips between holes

Features
- Simple debugging
- Fast and inexpensive prototyping
- Easy to patch & modify completed circuits
- Compact circuits possible
- No installation: Only one executable file
- Keyboard-only operation possible

History
The idea to create StripCAD popped up in my mind when I was a graduate student in Japan 1984-89. I spent painfully much time on building circuits soldering and worse - debugging - these terrible rat's nests of wires. It was clear I needed a more efficient method of designing and building prototype circuits. I realized that some principles used by PCB and VLSI routing algorithms apply to stripboards as well. For instance, a common heuristic is to let wires run mostly horizontally in one layer, while they run mostly vertically in another . Additionally, my (NEC) PC had a 640x400 pixel screen, which fit a standard 62x39 hole eurosize Veroboard perfectly at a 10-pixel hole spacing. 

I wrote the first version of StripCAD with the primary overall goal of simplifying circuit debugging. I noticed that the source of many problems is the separation of circuit schematic and circuit layout. A cornerstone of StripCAD is to merge these into a combined schematic-layout. After many years of experience, I dare say that the concept has now been proven to work. It is easy to debug a StripCAD circuit, because the layout is identical to the schematic: The components are where you think they are, leads are where they are drawn, can be measured without consulting a separate schematic, and so on. If you need to change a detail, you can desolder some components, stick a patch on top of the board, and solder new components in place. When acquainted with the StripCAD workflow, building physical circuits becomes faster than designing them. StripCAD takes the tediousness out of circuit construction.

Many other programs for stripboard design exist, but StripCAD appears to be unique, or at least the first to unify schematic and layout. Another original feature of StripCAD is the automatic strip support, which redraws strips and shows connections as necessary. Doing this manually is error-prone and hard to keep consistent. StripCAD enforces wires to be vertical or horizontal. This was not part of the initial design, but experience has shown that it helps in keeping the design tidy, without being a serious restriction for the designer. In order to utilize board area maximally, StripCAD expects that strips are cut between holes, rather than removing the copper around holes. This makes surprisingly compact designs possible, comparable to etched two-layer boards for hole-mounting. A between-the-holes cut is also more easily undone than a "damaged" hole.

I developed the bulk of StripCAD during the period 2003-2006 for teaching a half-semester course on Computer Mechatronics at Lund University, Faculty of Engineering (LTH). In this course, I used StripCAD to show students with minimal electronics background how to design, construct, and debug electronic circuits, easily and inexpensively.
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Windows and Linux installation

Downloading

The latest version of StripCAD is available from http://www.DrNil.com/stripcad/ . For checking its integrity, an MD5 digest of the program is also available. A checker can be downloaded from http://www.fourmilab.ch/md5/ . In some versions of Windows, you can use the certutil command line program, e.g., by

certutil -hashfile stripcad.exe MD5

You can alternatively download the program fciv from Microsoft and compute the MD5 checksum by

fciv.exe stripcad.exe

Windows

StripCAD currently runs native under Windows (98 and later). The program is a "green install" - it consists of a single file and can be excuted as is, without any special installation.

Linux

Under Linux, StripCAD can be run easily and efficiently using the Windows emulator Wine. StripCAD has been tested to run well in the Ubuntu Linux distribution Feisty 7.04. In this distribution, you can easily download Wine using the Synaptic package manager. In Synaptic, choose "Settings/Repositories" and check "universe" on the "Ubuntu Software" tab. Push the "Reload" button and you should be able to find "wine" in the list of packages. You may also like to download the msttcorefonts windows-like-font package, which is located in the multiverse repository. After installing Wine, you can execute StripCAD simply by

wine stripcad.exe

The first startup lasts a little while, since Wine sets up the environment, but subsequent startups are immediate. The Wine environment can be tuned by running the "winecfg" command.
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StripCAD basics

Stripboards

A stripboard (also known as Veroboard, a trademark registered by Vero Technologies Ltd.) is a circuit boad perforated by a grid of holes, shown by StripCAD as dots on the screen. Holes are connected by copper strips running horizontally on the bottom side of the board. StripCAD automatically updates strip connections when componenets are placed on the board, and only shows strips when used as part of connections, i.e. between solder points.

Moving the Cursor

All mouse operations can be performed by shift and arrow keys. Left shift = left mouse button and right shift key = right mouse button. Ctrl-B, Ctrl-F, Ctrl-P, and Ctrl-N can also be used for cursor movement.

Cuts, Bridges, Wires, Components, Texts

There are only five types of objects in StripCAD:

1. Cuts are breaks in the strips between holes. StripCAD never places cuts on holes. With some practice, it is easy to cut strips this way. Damage to a hole is hard to undo, and is not recommended.

2. Bridges are solder bridges connecting strips. It is usually better to use wires to connect strips, but solder bridges can sometimes save precious space.

3. Wires are two-pole objects with variable length, such as resistors. Wires can be placed vertically or horizontally. Wires have different types: resistive, capacitive, inductive, diodes, and blank wires/other. There may be several variants of each type. For instance, diodes include plain, LED, Schottky and Zener variants.

4. Components are objects with fixed pin positions, such as integrated circuits. Components have fixed orientation, but they can be mirrored horizontally and vertically (flipped). Components also have variants, for instance wide and narrow DIL, and different orientations examplified by transistors.

5. Texts are objects consisting only of text.
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Creating objects

Cuts and bridges are created by clicking between holes. A click toggles between connection and disconnection. Cuts are shown as crosses and bridges as wide strips.

Wires are created by dragging from a hole to another hole. Normally, wires are drawn vertically, but they may also be drawn horizontally. They cannot be drawn in any other way. This may seem harsh, but the rule enforces cleanliness of design which by far outweighs the small loss of design freedom. Just clicking on a hole creates a zero-length wire.
When a wire is selected, its type cab be changed to resistor, capacitor, inductor, diode, or blank/other by typing R, C, L, D, W respectively.

Components are created by typing C and entering the name of the component shape. Available components are: NPN, PNP, DILn, where n is an even number between 2 and 40, and SILn, where n is between 1 and 20.

Texts are created by typing T and editing the text in the pop-up window.

The V command cycles through variants of wires and components. Ctrl-V cycles backwards.
________________________________

Selecting and deselecting objects

Cuts and bridges cannot be selected. They are just toggled by clicking between holes.

Wires and components are selected by clicking a solder point.

Texts are selected by clicking inside the bounding rectangle.

Regions are selections of multiple objects inside a rectangle, which is drawn by dragging while pushing the control key.

Ctrl-A selects everything.

Selections can be deselected by ESC.
________________________________

Editing objects

Cuts and bridges cannot be edited. They are just toggled by clicking between holes.

Texts can be edited by selecting them and typing T.

Wires and components are edited by first selecting them and then giving one of the following commands:

T	Edit text description.
^B	Nudge text one pixel back (left).
^F	Nudge text one pixel forward (right).
^N	Nudge text one pixel down.
^P	Nudge text one pixel up.

R 	Change wire to resistor.
C  	Change wire to capacitor.
L	Change wire to inductor.
D	Change wire to diode.
W	Change wire to blank type.

F	Flip vertically.
M	Mirror horizontally.
V	Cycle through variants.
^V	Same as V but in reverse order.

DEL	Delete object.
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Moving objects

Cuts and bridges cannot be moved. They are just toggled by clicking between holes.

Wires and components are moved by dragging a solder point.

Wire and component descriptions can be moved by selecting the wire or component and then dragging the text, or by pushing the control key and using the arrow keys for precise placement (nudging).

Texts can be moved by dragging, or selecting and using the arrow keys for precise placement.

Regions are moved by first selecting, and then dragging any point to the corresponding target point.
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Region commands

Regions are selections of multiple objects inside a rectangle, which is drawn by control-dragging (dragging while pushing the control key). After a region has been selected, the following commands can be applied:

C	Copy region.
F	Flip region vertically.
M	Mirror region horizontally.
P	Print region.
R	Rotate region (= mirror and flip).
DEL	Delete region.
________________________________

File commands

^O	Open new or old file. If the file doesn't exist, a new file is created.
^S	Save file.
^W	Save file as.
^I	Insert file in buffer.
________________________________

Printing

The P command prints the buffer to a file. Possible formats are PDF (colour), Postscript (level 1/black and white or level 2/colour), and Gerber (photoplotter) formats. These files can later be output on a printer. The required resolution is 200 DPI.

Printing automatically draws the smallest selection rectangle around the objects on the board excluding text. The size can be adjusted by placing e.g. cuts in appropriate locations, or by first selecting a region and then printing.
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Display commands

^L	Redraw the screen.

Z	Toggle zoom. The standard size at a screen resolution of 96 DPI is almost the same as the printed size of 100 DPI (100 mil pin spacing). This may be a bit small to read, so the Z command can be used to double the size.
________________________________

Undo and redo

U	Undo. Only undoes changes to the objects on the board. Will not undo changes to StripCAD settings, such as the most recently used filename.

R	Redo. Redo is normally performed just after Undo. Other performed after Undo will void the redo events.

^G	Perform garbage collection. Note that garbage collection clears the history list and reclaims all undo and redo events! Garbage collection reports how much temporary memory is reclaimed.
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Miscellaneous commands

A	"About StripCAD" flash screen.

B	Load custom font bitmap. The bitmap must be a 256(W)x128(H) pixel black-and-white bitmap in BMP-format. This bitmap should contain eight lines of 32 characters, where each character is a 16x8 bitmap.

E	Expose connected net. The command highlights all points connected by strips, solder bridges, or blank wires.

^E	Expose net connected by any wire. The command highlights all points connected by strips, solder bridges, or any kind of wire.

H	Short help information presenting the most common commands.

Q	Quit.
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Commands in alphabetical order

ARROW KEYS	= Mouse movement
LEFT SHIFT	= Left mouse button
RIGHT SHIFT	= Right mouse button
LEFT MOUSE	Cut strip/solder bridge/draw wire
RIGHT MOUSE	Create component
DRAG		If nothing selected: Draw wire
		If something selected: Move
CTRL-DRAG	Select region

ESC	Cancel
DEL	Delete selection

A	"About StripCAD" flash screen
^A	Select all
B	Load custom font bitmap
^B	Move cursor back (left)
C	If nothing selected: Component
	If region selected: Copy
   	If wire selected: Capacitor

D	If wire selected: Diode
E	Expose connected net
^E	Expose net connected by any wire
F	If wire/comp selected: Flip vertically
	If region selected: Flip region
^F	Move cursor forward (right)

^G	Perform garbage collection
H	Help
^H	Delete
^I	Insert file
L	If wire selected: Inductor
^L	Redraw

M	If wire/comp selected: Mirror horizontally
	If region selected: Mirror region
^N	Move cursor down
^O	Open new or old file
P	If no region selected: Print to file
	If region selected: Print region to file
^P	Move cursor up
Q	Quit

R	If nothing selected: Redo
	If region selected: Rotate 180 degrees
   	If wire selected: Resistor
^S	Save file
T	If nothing selected: Insert text
	If wire/comp selected: Add description
U	Undo

V	If wire/comp selected: Cycle variants
^V	Same as V but reverse order
W	If wire selected: Wire type
^W	Save file as 
Z	Toggle zoom

